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PEARS Monthly Meeting
The Next meeting of the Port Elizabeth Amateur Radio
Society, will be held on Tuesday August 21st at the Londt
Park Sports Club, Ralston Road, Fernglen.

Speaker: Chris ZS2AAW on the WiFi Network.

Look forward to seeing you all there. 

WRINKLY RAVERS
The next get-together of the Wrinklies will take place on Thursday, 6th
September at their regular venue, Admirals, 2nd Avenue in Walmer.

Come and enjoy the company of the "wrinkled ravers" who gather at

this popular venue to have a good chat as well as enjoy some good

food. 

See you there!

from from from from the the the the editoreditoreditoreditor
Hi All, I hope that QSX is to your liking and that you enjoy reading it. 

I appeal to you for articles such as news of our fellow hams, articles of a
technical nature, as well as any interesting articles that you would like to
share with fellow hams. I need to compile a library of articles so that I can
select as I need them.

Remember that our new meeting place is the Londt Park Sports Club,
Ralston Road, Fernglen. I will continue to insert the map and instructions for
the next few months. See Page 4

Articles may be sent per email to qsx@zs2pe.co.za. Please note that should
you use this avenue to get articles to me, please quote your call sign in the
subject line, as I have been getting junk mail, as well as a virus, which has
resulted in me deleting them. You can however send it direct to my email
address which is ashleygoosen@vodamail.co.za

73 

ASHLEY ZS2AG
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Hamnet / ECARES News

As I have stated often enough before, Hamnet/ECARES is low key.
Amateur radio is a hobby, not an emergency organization. However,
during major disasters, when the normal emergency organizations'
communication systems are overloaded or perhaps non-existent, we
the amateurs can step in and help. The purpose of
Hamnet/ECARES is to ensure that we are better prepared for this
type of operation and therefore can do it more effectively.

With the high crime rate at present, we may well come across a
crime scene, or maybe even be the victims ourselves. If you have a
cell phone, make sure you have the South African Police Services
telephone number at hand. Have at least a two metre set in your
vehicle. This is of course apart from the normal precautions you
should take, such as being alert as to what is going on around you.

73

Al ZS2U

Elmer Sub-Committee

The sub-committee plans to have construction talks and

discussions after the Monday evening bulletin re-broadcast,

whenever there is a need. Talks will be announced during the

Sunday bulletin preceding the Monday evening talk. Contact Al

ZS2U if you have a talk so that an evening can be arranged.

Anyone  is welcome to give a talk.

Are you keen to build some amateur radio equipment, but
feel you need some guidance to do so, why not contact the
Elmer sub-committee.
The sub-committee consists of Bill ZS2ABZ, phone 041-
5812580; Viv ZS2VM, phone 041-3681340 and Al ZS2U,
phone 041-360-2983.
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Dear Dear Dear Dear fellow fellow fellow fellow Radio Radio Radio Radio Amateurs Amateurs Amateurs Amateurs andandandand
PEARS PEARS PEARS PEARS members, members, members, members, 
Well, Well, Well, Well, the the the the VWVWVWVW Rally Rally Rally Rally has has has has come come come come andandandand
gone, gone, gone, gone, and and and and was was was was again again again again I I I I think think think think aaaa
tremendous tremendous tremendous tremendous success. success. success. success. Thank Thank Thank Thank you you you you totototo
each each each each and and and and everyone everyone everyone everyone that that that that helped helped helped helped in in in in anyanyanyany
way way way way to to to to make make make make the the the the event event event event so so so so successful.successful.successful.successful.
Especial ly Especial ly Especial ly Especial ly Anthony,  Anthony,  Anthony,  Anthony,  ZS2BA,ZS2BA,ZS2BA,ZS2BA,
Beavan,  Beavan,  Beavan,  Beavan,  ZS2RL,  ZS2RL,  ZS2RL,  ZS2RL,  and and and and Chris ,Chris ,Chris ,Chris ,
ZS2AAW ZS2AAW ZS2AAW ZS2AAW deserve deserve deserve deserve special special special special mention.mention.mention.mention.
We We We We have have have have had had had had our our our our first first first first meeting meeting meeting meeting at at at at thethethethe
new new new new Londt Londt Londt Londt Park Park Park Park venue venue venue venue with with with with aaaa
tremendous tremendous tremendous tremendous turnout turnout turnout turnout of of of of nearly nearly nearly nearly 50505050
members. members. members. members. Please Please Please Please keep keep keep keep this this this this up.up.up.up.

We We We We need need need need your your your your presence presence presence presence at at at at these these these these meetings. meetings. meetings. meetings. Please Please Please Please make make make make a a a a special special special special effort effort effort effort to to to to attendattendattendattend
the the the the next next next next meeting meeting meeting meeting as as as as Chris Chris Chris Chris ZS2AAW ZS2AAW ZS2AAW ZS2AAW will will will will give give give give a a a a presentation presentation presentation presentation on on on on the the the the WifiWifiWifiWifi
Network.Network.Network.Network.
This This This This promises promises promises promises to to to to be be be be mind mind mind mind blowing!!!blowing!!!blowing!!!blowing!!!
ARDF ARDF ARDF ARDF (Amateur (Amateur (Amateur (Amateur Radio Radio Radio Radio Direction Direction Direction Direction Finding Finding Finding Finding --- --- --- --- FOX FOX FOX FOX HUNTING)  HUNTING)  HUNTING)  HUNTING)  has has has has arrived arrived arrived arrived inininin
South South South South Africa Africa Africa Africa and and and and now now now now has has has has the the the the full full full full backing backing backing backing of of of of the the the the SARL.SARL.SARL.SARL.
We We We We have have have have a a a a sub sub sub sub committee committee committee committee in in in in place place place place to to to to make make make make this this this this a a a a reality reality reality reality in in in in PEARS PEARS PEARS PEARS and and and and IIII
would would would would like like like like to to to to see see see see at at at at least least least least 1 1 1 1 member member member member make make make make it it it it onto onto onto onto the the the the national national national national team team team team to to to to go go go go to to to to thethethethe
world world world world 
Championships. Championships. Championships. Championships. This This This This will will will will only only only only happen happen happen happen if if if if local local local local events events events events and and and and nationals nationals nationals nationals are are are are inininin
place. place. place. place. Nationals Nationals Nationals Nationals are are are are going going going going to to to to happen happen happen happen and and and and we we we we will will will will send send send send a a a a local local local local team team team team to to to to this.this.this.this.
Be Be Be Be part part part part of of of of the the the the fun fun fun fun and and and and aspire aspire aspire aspire to to to to attain attain attain attain national national national national colours colours colours colours for for for for the the the the event.event.event.event.
73737373
Donovan Donovan Donovan Donovan ZS2DLZS2DLZS2DLZS2DL

Directions to PEARS Meeting venue

From Cape Road turn
either left or right into
Stella Londt Drive,
depending from which
direction you are
travelling, then right
into the first street
which is Gillion Road,
crossing Mayfair Ave
until Ralston Road,
and straight into the
grounds of the Stella
Londt Sports Club.

See Map left
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Minutes of PEARS Monthly Meeting

Held at Londt Park Sports Club on 17 July 2007 at 20:00

Welcome

The Chairman welcomed everybody, with a special thanks to Willie ZU2W for providing
the venue.

Attendance

As per the attendance register.

Acceptance of minutes of previous meeting.

Proposed by ZS2H, seconded by ZS2VM.

Matters arising

Nil.

Correspondence

Various club newsletters.

Subs from ZS2SZ (R60) and ZS2VU (R50).

Finance

The Treasure ZS2RT reported that all was well.

General

1. The meeting agreed that ZS2GV be co-opted as a full member of the committee.

2. Ou Toppie Award.

The chairman explained that the difficulty with this award was that the membership
application form did not ask for an applicant’s birth year.  Therefore the committee had
no way of knowing who might be turning 80 and therefore qualifying for the award,
unless the member him/herself applied.  The membership application form will be
altered so that the birth year is required.  However, the rules require that this award
must be applied for – it is not automatic.

3. Annual Lighthouse weekend.

This will take place on 18/19 July.  Would-be participants to contact either ZS2EZ or
ZS2EHB who will do the organising.

4. Luck draw.

The lucky at monthly meetings will commence from next month.

5. Items ex estate of ZS2J.

Some items, mostly audio, were on display and up for grabs.

6. Membership.

The Chairman encouraged members to go all out to swell our numbers.  If the subs
were a problem, HRO would sponsor.

7. Guest speaker next month.

ZS2AAW will explain the ins & outs of WiFi.  For financial viability, many more
participants are required.

8. Fund raising evening.

It was proposed that we have a fund raising social evening, a family affair.  We have
a potential band (ZS2EHB, ZS2ACP, ZS2ND, ZS2HH), and ZU2W said that the
Londt Park Sports Club will let us have the hall for free (normal charge R1000+).
The date for such an event will be set at the next meeting.
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Membership Information Update Form:

Full Names: __________________________________________

ID number:  __________________________________________

Call Sign:     __________________________________________

Licence Number:  ___________________________________

Physical Address:  ___________________________________

         ___________________________________

                        ___________________________________

Postal Address:  ___________________________________

         ___________________________________

         ___________________________________

e-mail Address:_________________________________________

Tel (W): ____________________________

Tel: (H) ____________________________

FAX:  ____________________________

Cell phone Number: __________________________

QSL Info: Direct or Buro _____________________

QSL Manager (if Applicable) _________________________

Grid Square Locator: _____________________

Latitude: _____________________

Longitude: _____________________
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Member News

Congratulations to Alan Bowles
ZS2BO and XYL Joan ZR2ABA
as they are now grandparents.
Their daughter Karen ZR2AAW
gave birth to a son on the 7th
August.

Also on the 4th September, they
will be flying out to Dubai and the
UK for about three weeks to see
the new grandson.

1) I have a Telrex Tribander antenna
mounted on a pole attached to the
side of my double story house. The
antenna is old but solidly built and
good for a few years yet. If you come
take it down you can have it.

2) For sale. Kenwood TR 7600 2M
transceiver. Also old but in good
nick. Make me an offer.

Contact Allen Lubbe ZS2AEG on
Phone (046) 648-2037

SWOPS
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Rallies Galore
The VW Rally took place on 20/21 July, and is now no more than a
pleasant memory.  A week later there was the 2007 Amathole 500, being
Round 5 of the ABSA Off Road Racing Championship, which was run in
conjunction with the 2007 African Heritage Cross Country;  it was a four-
day event, running from Friday 27 July to Monday 30 July.  It took place in
the area roughly bounded by the Fish River Sun (FRS), Bhisho,
Stutterheim and Katberg.  Rally HQ was at the FRS.

With regard to the VW Rally, everything (well, nearly everything!) went smoothly

and it was probably our best effort yet.  Radio and Rally Marshals were at their

appointed places in good time, radio discipline was first class, and the times just

kept flowing in with very few errors.  Thanks and congratulations are in order.

The pig farmer did not disappoint either.  As was the case last year, he objected to

a stage ending on the road adjacent to his piggery, and he came rushing out in full

battle-dress to make his objections known in a most warlike manner – it seems that

he feels the noise of the cars somehow disturbs his pigs.  It took two traffic

policemen to quieten him down and persuade him to mind his own business.  When

one of the traffic policemen was informed of the problem with the pig farmer, he was

overheard to remark ‘Hy het nog nie hiérdie vark ontmoet nie!’.

Making up-to-the-minute results available to the official scorers, the media, and the

public in general has always proved to be a bit of a problem.  Faxes and emails

from Results to the scorers worked, but had a very restricted audience –

consequently there were considerable delays before the information was generally

available.  To overcome this, the idea was born that we should endeavour to post

the results on the PEARS website within minutes of the times being radioed in to

Results, thus making them available to all and sundry as the rally progressed.  Full

credit for this idea and its execution goes to Chris ZS2AAW, Anthony ZS2BA, Gary

ZR2G, Barry ZS2EZ and Donovan ZS2DL.  The times were entered directly into an

excel spreadsheet as they were received over the radio (the spreadsheet contained

verification routines to cross-check the times), and at a click of the mouse the latest

results were sent via our WiFi network to the server that hosted our website

(located at the QTH of Gary).   Chris had written a conversion program that

converted the excel spreadsheet to HTML format for viewing on the website.  The

server was connected to the internet by means of an ADSL modem that also had

routing functionality.  It worked like a dream on the Friday, but on Saturday morning

the system fell over due to a problem with the routing function within the modem, so

reluctantly we had to revert to emails.  Whereas this year the Brains Trust only had

a few days in which to put the system together, we now have lots of time for

development and fine-tuning before the next rally – watch it fly next year!

Regarding the Amathole 500 rally, communications proved to be rather a mixed

bag.  It appears that the 4x4 Club of Johannesburg was asked by the organisers to

handle the comms, but when it became apparent that they would not be able field

sufficient operators, the hams were approached to fill the gaps.   The organisers

initially contacted PEARS, but since the routes lay within the territory of the Border

Radio Club, the request was passed on to Gerald ZR2GB of the BRC.
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Unfortunately the event clashed with the BRC’s AGM, so Gerald was only able to

recruit two other members from the BRC besides himself (Ken ZS2KW who

manned the control station at FRS, and Henry ZS2AFL).  Three volunteers from

PEARS assisted (Chris ZS2AAW, Anthony ZS2BA & Beavan ZS2RL).

There were about ten members of the 4x4 club, who arrived full of confidence in the
capability of their 35 MHz equipment, only to find that it does not work so well in
hilly terrain.  Some of them were hams, but rather strangely scorned the use of the
Mt Kemp repeater, preferring to do their own thing – even refusing Gerald’s offer to
set up a 35 MHz base station at the FRS.  It is believed that they made
considerable use of cell phones.  Gerald went to great lengths to obtain commercial
VHF equipment to be used by rally marshals in conjunction with an ideally situated
commercial repeater, but these remained largely unused.  Talk about casting pearls
…….

The special stages were generally much longer than in the VW Rally, typically being
of the order of 50 km, one or two being 100 km or thereabouts.  In contrast to the
VW Rally, the routes were not closed to the general public while the competitors
were traversing them.   One can only wonder at the wisdom of having competitors
racing at speeds of 160 kph or more, along rural roads that pass by and through
rural settlements, along which are found children, sundry animals and unsuspecting
motorists, without any overt safety measures.  As it was, one very irate motorist had
his windscreen shattered by a passing competitor, and an international entrant
terminated a cow and his vehicle on the last day.  Thoughts of compensation did
not seem to feature very strongly in the minds of the organisers, as the motorist with
the broken windscreen was initially told to go and speak to his insurance company
– however, after further protests by him the next day, the organisers relented and
agreed to replace the windscreen.  As for the poor owner of the cow ….. if this
event is run again next year, competitors may just be greeted by stones instead of
the friendly waves of this year.

Initially there were about sixty competitors, three of them being international.  On
the third and fourth day a different set of criteria applied to participation, and the
field was reduced to only six vehicles.  The question arises:  was it worth all that
effort and cost for only six participants?

Gerald did all the organising of matters that affected us hams, and it could not be
faulted in spite of the rather difficult circumstances under which it had to be done.
He arranged   accommodation for the PEARS contingent at a quaint but
comfortable B&B establishment about 6 kms outside Stutterheim, adjacent to the
forest, and it will be long-remembered for the scrumptious cooking of Liz, the
manageress.  It snowed on the nearby mountains that Friday night – man, was it
cold at 0700 the next morning when we had to be in position, especially with a wind
that cut you in half!  Being the perfect host, Gerald arranged for us to see the
Engine Museum in Stutterheim (a real eye-opener and a must-see, with museum
pieces that actually started when he swung the crank handle), and also took us to
see the historic village of St Thomas (well worth a visit).  

The final three stages were run on the Monday morning, and it was rather

disconcerting to find that the organisers had all abandoned ship after breakfast,

departing from the FRS to their various destinations virtually as the race got under

way.  Our base station operator Ken, ZS2KW, was left all on his lonesome with

nobody to pass the times to.

One thing came through loud and clear:  having different parties involved in
providing comms simply does not work.  Amen.

However, in spite of the hiccups, we thoroughly enjoyed ourselves.
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A 200-Watt PEP Transmatch
for  Solid State Transceivers

Publication by Andre ZS2ACP

Many operators have been heard to complain about difficulty in matching a solid

state rig to their antenna. The main advantage of solid state power amplifiers is the

ability to instantly QSY and this can only be done if all the antennae are properly

matched to the rig, thus implying that each must have a 50-ohm non-reactive

impedance. The operator should be encouraged to achieve this end without

resorting to a matching unit. In most cases this means using 50-ohm coax which

should be matched to the antenna at the feed point. Many commercial antennae are

designed for 50-ohm unbalanced input

and so no d i f f icu l ty should be

encountered. Antennae with other

impedances can be matched to 50-ohm

coax with suitable balun transformers or

a gamma match.

Some of the reasons for using a tuning

unit include cleaning up the signal by

filtering out harmonics and spurious

signals and matching antenna systems

with other impedances such is a 75-ohm

dipole system. In the case of solid state

rigs, they are particularly useful for

matching antennae with narrow band-widths (such as mini-beams) and operating

away from the design frequency, when the reactive component causes the rig to

reduce its transmitted power. These advantages are gained at the expense of the

instant QSY capability.

CIRCUIT ANALYSIS

The transmatch design is well established and can match any input and output
impedances. This particular system was designed for use primarily with a 50-ohm
unbalanced output from the rig. The circuit diagram is shown in figure 1. 

In order to understand how
crit ical the capacitor and
inductor values are, a computer
analysis was conducted. The
circuit can be interpreted better
when redrawn as in figure 2.

Note from Editor: I have not
included the computer
analysis through lack of
space, but if you need it
please email me and I will
send it on to you.

CONSTRUCTION

The twin-gang capacitor C1
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Was of unknown origin and had an air gap of 0.81mm. Such capacitors may be
found in junk sales or salvaged from old equipment. If a new one is to be
purchased then a Jackson Type IR with
wide spacing is recommended. The
single-gang capacitor is a Jackson Wave
master Type 95/073 (150pF). For higher
levels, the Jackson TX5 range is ideal.

The coil and switch must be capable of
handling the power level. A suitable switch
is not easy to come by nowadays but if
one is purchased then a ceramic wafer is
recommended.

Both capacitors are mounted on insulation board as shown in Figures 4 and 5. The
boards are mounted on the chassis with pillars. Breadboard, or PCB with the
copper removed around the pillar areas would do. The important point is to make
sure that there is no contact in between any part of the capacitor and the metal
work to avoid RF arcing. The capacitor spindles are cut short and nylon spindles
used to extend them through generous clearance holes in the front panel. If the
capacitors have ceramic spindles, then this would not be necessary. The knobs

used were ordinary plastic
knobs with numbered skirts.
The des ign could be
enhanced by using vernier
slow motion drives.

The coil was constructed
from an old plastic bobbin of
the type used to supply
connecting wire. The bobbin
is  30mm diameter  and
100mm long. The method of
construction and mounting is
shown in Fig. 6. The 34 turns
of 16-guage tinned wire may

be would as follows.

Thread the wire through a hole in the flange along with a length of nylon string and
secure. Wind the coil loosely. Next, wind the string in between the coils pulling both
tight and compressing the coil along its length. When a full coil has been would,
pass the wire through a hole in the flange and secure. Your should now have a tight
evenly spaced coil which will not move when the string is removed.

THE METALWORK

Figure 7 gives the dimensions of the
metalwork prior to folding. Whilst it is
appreciated that most people will not have
access to folding machines, the internal
and external dimensions indicated should
be obtained after folding in order to
produce a snug fit. The lines should be
carefully marked put. The cutting operation
is helped by first drilling 2mm diameter
holes at the corners as indicated. The
material used was 1mm galvanized plate
which is easy cut with snips.

The holes for the spindles and sockets
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should be punched but drill the pillar holes
before folding. The screw holes should be
drilled with a 1mm diameter pillar drill before
folding. After folding, line up the front and
back panels with the chassis and drill through
the pilot hole with a 3.5mm diameter drill for
the for the chassis screws. Temporarily fix the
panels and line up the cabinet. This is shaped
to give a small hood over the front panel.

Ensure that the cabinet fixing holes line up by spotting them through with a 2.5mm
???????. Remove the cabinet and enlarge the holes in the cabinet only with a
3.5mm drill to clear the self-tapping screws.

Remove the panels and line up the UHF-type sockets  in the back panel. Spot the
screw holes using the sockets as a template.

The panels and cabinet should be thoroughly
cleaned and sharp edges removed before
painting. Good results can be obtained by
using cans of car paint spray, first an
undercoat then an overcoat. Matt black is
attractive and goes with most rigs. Apply the
spray in thin layers and allow each to dry. Do
not rush the job, and avoid runs.

THE ASSEMBLY

Assemble the aerial sockets with 2mm screws and lock washers. Put a solder tag
on one screw on each socket for making a good earth connection to the chassis.
Attach the panels to the chassis using 3mm screws and lock washers. Line up the
capacitor assemblies with the panel holes and carefully mark the pillar positions.

Drill the pillar mounting holes oversize to allow some degree of alignment. The coil
should be similarly positioned and mounted. The switch used was a panel mounting

type, some types are mounted on the chassis.

Figure 8 shows the final assembly and wiring. To
put a professional touch tot he appearance, fit the
cabinet with black pan head No. 6 self-tapping
screws with integral washers. Mark up the switch
positions on the front panel with white Letraset
lettering. The call sign can be put on the panel in
this way too.

TUNING UP

When using the matching unit, always place the
SWR meter between the rig and the tuning unit. Turn the meter to maximum
sensitivity. Set C1 and C2 to maximum capacitance. Select the band and put just
enough carrier on to deflect the meter. Adjust C2 to find a dip in the reflected
power. If none is found, reduce C1 slightly and try again. Repeat this process until
a dip is found. Continue to adjust C1 and C2 in turn until no reflected power is
present. Gradually reduce the meter sensitivity and increase the carrier power until
full power is achieved.

Note the knob calibration to facilitate quick tuning up in future. Ideally, the tuning up

procedure should initially be done into a dummy load with a similar impedance to

that of the antennae system.

To use the unit on 24MHz and 10MHz, the same switch position as for the 21MHz

and 14MHz bands should prove satisfactory.
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on your birthdays on your anniversaries

Sunday Bulletins
PEARS bulletins are transmitted on Sundays
immediately af ter  the SARL Engl ish
transmission, i.e. at about 08:45 on 7098 kHz
as well as the 2 metre linked network that
provides from Butterworth to George and up to
the Free State and their environs. PEARS
7098 or 3640 kHz transceive facilities are also
remotely linked as needed. In addition, the
SARL's 40m operations on 7082 or 7066 kHz
or Hamnet's 7070 kHz can be remotely
patched to the 2m network in receive only
mode or with full transceive capability for
interactive events.

Bulletin Roster

Congratulations . . .

August

26 Vic Plumridge ZS2VP

29 Teresa Joubert, XYL of
ZS2X

31 Sandra van Wyk XYL of
ZS2P

September
02 Johannes Geldenhuys

ZR2JG

02 Renette van Deventer, XYL
of ZS2BK

02 Mel Gwilt, XYL of ZS2RL

06 Gerhard Baum ZS2UM

07 Gert Schwarz ZR2GPC

07 Merle Thomas, ZR2MP

07 Liz Lubbe, XYL of ZS2AEG

08 Philemon Hopper, ZS2PP

09 Jack Koen ZR1JAC

10 André van Deventer ZS2BK

11 Barry Jackson ZS2H

11 Joan Bowes XYL of ZS2QN

11 Jane Fife, XYL of ZS2RT

12 Pam Hopper ZU2PAM

12 Libby Hanslow, XYL of
ZS1RMS

12 Jo Akers ZS2W, XYL of Al
ZS2U

15 Hanni Baum ZR2JB

22 André Mulder, ZS2AJ

August
26 Norma and Terry Flanagan

ZS2ABB
31 Jean and Phil Kauffmann-

Sorensen ZS2NP

September
02 Joan ZR2ABA and Allan

Bowles ZS2BO
03 Yvonne and Chum Rhodes

ZS2VU
14 Daphne and Paul Galpin

ZS2PG
22 Anne ZR2ABC and Vic Olivier

ZS2SZ

26th Aug. Donovan ZS2DL

2nd Sep Chris ZS2AAW

9th Sep Beavan ZS2RL

16th Sep Clive ZS2RT

23rd Sep Eric ZS2ECH
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Your Societies Committee for 2007
Chairman Donovan van    

Loggerenberg ZS2DL 082-8524885 zs2dl@hamradio.co.za

Vice Chair, Technical Chris Scarr ZS2AAW 041-3681344 cvscarr@intekom.co.za

Secretary Beavan Gwilt ZS2RL 041-3688810 beavan@xsinet.co.za

Treasurer / Fund Raising Clive Fife ZS2RT 041-3673203 cfife@absamail.co.za

Marketing & PR. Anthony Bruyns ZS2BA 041-3602060 anthonyb@vodamail.co.za

Contesting and Awards,

SARL Liaison Barry Murrell ZS2EZ 041-5813561 zs2ez@zs2ez.co.za

Webmaster / Youth Dev. Barry Murrell ZS2EZ 041-5813561 webmaster@zs2pe.co.za

Club Social Activities/ Glen Cummings ZS2GV 082-4112743 glen_vaness@telkomsa.net

Guest Speakers Beavan Gwilt ZS2RL 041-3688810 beavan@xsinet.co.za

RAE (co-opted for this Al Akers ZS2U 041-3602983 reucom@agnet.co.za

purpose) Paul Galpin ZS2PG 041-3721779 galpinp@absamail.co.za

VW Rally Chris Scarr ZS2AAW 041-3681344 cvscarr@intekom.co.za

Anthony Bruyns ZS2BA 041-3602060 anthonyb@vodamail.co.za

Beavan Gwilt ZS2RL 041-3688810 beavan@xsinet.co.za

Catering for meetings Bill Hodges ZS2ABZ 041-5812580 whodges@absamail.co.za

Other members Eric Hosten ZS2ECH 041-3681505 Eric.Hosten@nmmu.ac.za

Elmer Committee Bill Hodges ZS2ABZ 041-5812580 whodges@absamail.co.za

Assisted by co-opted  Viv Moore ZS2VM 041-3681340 vivmoore@mweb.co.za

members Al Akers ZS2U 041-3602983 reucom@agnet.co.za

PEARS' VHF/UHF, Packet & Other Services

REPEATERS

Town VHF # 145,050/650   Town UHF # 431,050/438,650   Uitenhage # 145,075/675
# - These repeaters form a separate sub-net in the PE - Uitenhage - Despatch area

Cockscomb 145,000/600    Lady's Slipper *145,100/700    Colesberg *431,075/438,675
Noupoort *431,150/438,750    Cradock *145,050/650 

* These form the PEARS long-range 2-metre repeater system, also linked to which are East
London 145,775 MHz, George 145,700, Danabaai 145,600, Stilbaai 145,750, Butterworth
145,725, King Williams Town 145,625 and Umtata (438,725 duplex). It is further extendable to
Cape Town via the WCRWG system. # These can also be linked as required.

PACKET NETWORK

ZS0NTP-2 Packet Node - Lady's Slipper 7.040 300bd, 144.625 1200bd, 434.875 9600bd,
433.800 1200bd APRS, Cape Linked Network listen-only for APRS.
ZS0NTP Packet Bulletin Board - Lady's Slipper Access via the node, or use "VIA ZS0NTP-7"
ZS0GHT-2 Packet Node - Governorskop 144.675, 438.275, 434.875
ZS0CDK-2 Packet Node - Cradock 144.675
ZS2ABZ-4 WMR918 Weather Station on APRS 144.625

BEACONS

2M Beacon (ZS2VHF CW ID, FSK) Horizontally polarised 25W ERP 144.415

6M Beacon (ZS2SIX CW ID, FSK) Horizontally polarised 25W ERP 50.005

See the PEARS web site at www.zs2pe.co.za for further details and network diagrams.
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